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He PytIL te “Vin ponetrole “quik Me" Aaneendat 

Ghapter YM, fitting Lt all In Perspective for a Bose of Truth 

ifinf this bellyfull of ilailer's @asting bimself iin the role of a omniscient 

seer -of what is not there to be hon ~ and of his making up his vorsion of the assasina~ 

tion, having been bilked by his "associate" Lawrence Schiller who in turn had been gyped 

by the KOBY of nailer in the dottage of m his be-Pulitzered career besmirching himself 

as no enemy could; a little of the truth thet his publisher has from the moment those # 

iD A 
world-altering heahery were fied in Yealey Plaza has steadfastlyreBised to publish and 

5 

in récent years has made the most vigorous and costly efforts to support tho thoroughly 

discredited official assassination mythology, puts it all in perspetkive. 

[ fandom House refused. to publish the first and the sfill basic book on the 

Varren Commission, Whitewash, in 1965.'‘the reason I was then given is," We do not 

‘ . ay aN Wo 

puolish first=bbee book authorse") 

 



When Gerald Posdiir' s knowing mistitled Case Closed appeared in August. 199%, 

Random House arranged for it the greatest fanfare any book supposedly on the assassination 

—Hanehesters_ ris _—_—« 1967 She 
of President Kennedy ever got since William Barekest's Death of a President Gamelotization 

of that p great tragedy had been touted throughout the world usxthm by Harper & Row 

as the definitive account, which it was not in any sense. 

Posner's bouk, like Manchester's, was overtly and unquestioningly in am support of 

ot come slag took | 
the official assassination mythologye It diferekopd fron chester's in being azxxiiuxime 

a whoring with our history. Its dishonesty was brazenly unhiddene 

Not the least of the un tritical subsidiary whoring with our history was xhe by 

U.S-eNews and. World Report. 44 devoted much of <n entire issue to in, including ita 

cover. dike Rendom House, it had no peer review by any authentic subject expertse re? s 3d 

Ty nevth or ne Thiig alee Wie 
like Random House saw the commercial ROVERES LAL, 20 -RO RSG Sate toe a 

facl or worth consideration. 

‘ a 

Copies of other ancillary:uses of Posner's yewksie rewriting of our history that 

were sent me were from as remote a part of the world as gutback fauctralia. There a 

standard-size newspaper gave it three full pages! 

411 those who used lengthy excerpts througout the world undoubtedly acted on 

eruel 

faith, believing that Random 4ouse had seen to the authenticity of the/fraud it sold 

them. a) f * anda Poking Pade were 
They wer were) deceived as Posner personally had ¥ deceived me. He was as straight-faced 

in his crookedness as only the shyster he is can bee   His @wn publisher's unabridged dictionary defines shyster as Ee) "4, A lawyer 

who uses unprofessional or questionable methods; 2 one who gets along by petty, sharp 

practises." 

The only way in which Posner does not meet these definitions nary his not 

being petty about his sharp practises. 

It would have made no difference if he had been truthful and told me the kind of 

ss . 

book he was writing rather than lying to me about that because ft give all writing in the



pl oe hay 
(ft ree, full and entire unsupervised access tg all the info} nation weet It is of 

Enoodvn of (nrg 0/4 | 
a not inconsiderable volume. By a dézen or ™ ausuits against the government, mostly 

  

    

against the Yepartment of Justice and its Federal Bureau of *nvestigation, I obteined 

about a third of Ha million pages of previogily withheld government assassination 

records. ‘that— states the most 4merican of beliefs, that the people are entitled to 

know what their government does. I believe the law also makes those of us who obtaingé@ 

this information surrogates for all the people. I therefore make it all available to 

all writing in th riefd. in practise for about two decades this has meant that I have 

given this completely openaccess, which includes the use of our copier, to those who I 

know will writye what + will not agree withe A 

If Posner had told me the truth f eta have had no less full and free qecess to all 5 Sl 

those records. 
Mu Apes 

He and his wile spent three days with theme ite selected Wret-he wanted and his wife 

copied them for him, 

They did not tell me what they copied and 1 did not ask theme 

However, they had decided in sivanorfe lie to me about the book he was doing. They 

described a book he knew I would want to see published. 

Before they came her in February, i99p2 there had been radical changes in my life. 

I was then 7% years old. I had survived six surgeries of which four were major and 

wh) eel 
Siw¢lye Before long it was no longer safe for me to use 

pot “tue + had not been etpacted to survive two. I could the-nu-e stairs only infeque 

infrequently and they iy wil. 

stairs at all. And all those records ure in our basement,<o “¢ pry (MM, /)tinda ay! 

Jv vy] weg gwn way 
Thes increasing limitations in effect denied me access to my om files. All ny 

based 

yiriting until then had been\ entirely on £he official recordse My first book, Whitewash: 

The Report on the Warren Seport,which was completed in x i a wid-February 1965, the first 

book on the subject, was based entircly on that seport and on its (2 volumes of 

appendix, Thu first 15 £ those volumes are of the Vommission's testimony. The other 

volumes are of exhibits # and other documents the Commission decided to publishe Then I 

7 4 
started plumbing the G00 Subic feet of the Commission's files at The National Archies.



y lyn, oh WA vw (40) co | 
alte FOTA uadefgacter T started using ite Goverment corruption in one of those Ley ok 

oe ~ § 4 early lawsuits first had the effect of rewriting that law to have the records of the 

PBI, CIA and similar agencies outside of it gna Pron that very corruption led to its 

amending to assure access to those records. 

It was the sole surviving Kennedy brother who saw to it that the legislative history 

of that 1974 amending would be clear on this. (Congressional Record of llay 30, 1974, page 

S 9536) 

Once the law was amended I began using it extensively. 

That was more than a mere fulltime jobe Some of the many affidavits I filed in it 

  

were of bock length. Those affidavits and the fae t that they were wartxmi-s records 
4p 

in the federal courts : > the assassination record for our historye 

(4) “n the very first. lawsuit filed uder the amended Act, Civil Action(75-226 in fede ~ 

ral distict court for the District of Columbia, the government itself bestowed rare 

credentials on mee 

Based on uy prior experiences in which the government prevailed on mendacity alone 

  

ox I had-éteed decided. on of a new approache Instead of contenting myself with what is 

normal in civil litigatioly, lawyer's pleadings, J made myself subject to the yamrtth 

penalties of perjunfs whefth is a felony,¢ serious crime, by making all possible statisen 

ments under oath myself. 

When under oath I told Judge John Pratt that FBI laboratory agent Idyn We Kilty 

had perjured himself and proven it beyond question, the Department of Justice resorted 

to whet has to bey th Le most sane se against proven false swearing.s hiss what it   Said and Jldge ot Ss a defense: 

ee "eeePlaintiff could make such claims ad infinitum since he is perhaps more 

VV | fanilier with events surrounding the investigation of President Kennedy's 

fO-3-2. assassination than aMyone now employed by the FBI." to Ii t se 2 

tn the unreal world of using the federal courts to Sains improssed information about 

the assassination of a President~ a crime that has the effect of coup d'etat - that I 

knew more about it than anyone in the FBI was all the excuse the FBI needed to lie its



5A 

. . . — eS 

(There is a longer account of this in Post Mprtem, pagesx-sdattered from 
\ 

page 443 through page of. The judge actually threatened us for alleging and proving 

FBI perjury before him! )



sad ut UN On 
head off to the federal courts! > und wa, ung wwpl anf wp Z| 

eY 7, 
AR OE ne-ile the second emergency operati an artificdd1 artery Was implanted 

ip my left thigh, the aie) ba thi jor sur es yw was not expected to survive, going 
Me Wine Fr hub + 

   
to Washington was a arene: no-no f£ or moe)! me. at my use of my legs and my access 

to all those records in ovr basement. this limitation was added to by steadily increasing 

weakness after successful heart surgery toward thy end of 1989. 

By the time the Posners were here in 1992 it was uf Wise for me to use those stairs 

at all and + used them only rarelye 

With the lack of access to my own records the ight gi writing I had been doing , booed 
oul) dyecewupn "nettle 

mecame impossible. 
IIe Nb 

Then the simply astounding adventure “of the Jour urnal. of the American Nedical Assoc- 

idbeietion, JAMA, into blind, ignorant defense of the indefensible autopsy performed on 

the Presdient at the Bethesda Navy Hospital ‘the night of the assassination, gave me a 

skeleton to flesh oute By the end of the yout ne widdle of which those articles 

began to appear I had conf leted the lengthy manuscript of NEVER AGAIN! Although itwas 

understood that it would be pub Joshea rapidly because I wanted to be alive when it 

appeared it was inexplicably delayede I still do 1) know why it was not pubifished until 

April, 1995. / Carrel E94] Cre tel fubn | ow A 2 y 

But # JAMA gave me a formula for continuing my work and my writing.sIt was a simple 

enough formula: regard what JANA published as a prosecution brief and respond to it as 

a dcfense lawyer would. 

heyhned 
Mon Posner's Commercialization and exploitation of the tragedy appeared I addressed 

his egos osecution—type brief the same way, as a dfense lawyer woulé have in corte 

Herman Gref, of Carroll & Graf, and Richard Gallen, who copublishes with them, expressed 

  

their desire to publish that book after reading # the first half-dozen chapters in xxsu 

unedited rough draft. I had arranged for the retyping but they wanted to rush and said 

they wanted to do the retyping in New York.So, with great rapidity I completed the rough 
wally 

d¥aft of a long manuscript. What they fetyped of it, which is not quite all of if, is



7192 pages long. What they pubhish ed was cut mercilessly and by entire chapters. Kid 

but 178 wall printed pages. 

As a practical matter for me it was that or nothings 

Books not in accord with the official assassinatitn mytholgy are not easily published 

in this countrys 

I e-08 began with a literary daent who abandoned me when ~ mffeomesbdlvi 

sterted writing in disagreement with the official assassination mythology. The next 

Six agents I appreoghhed refused to touch the subject. Before I decided to publish White- 

wash myself to open the ,subject up I had more than 100 international rejections thout 

a single sdvera®httome conan. . 

When three decades later the wheel had turned full scale and 3 i where it 

was at the beginning, whey | Gould not t¥avel Sage-de safely to seek another nets I had 

no real choice if I wanted anything published at all. an 3 So | 

What was butchered out of what + wrote is consistent with not contesting the official 

mythologye What oncrged A, exposure of Posner's thoroughly professional dis- 

hbnesty's 

What was olidinated # is my tY¥eatment of his corruption of fact, his shyster—Like 

prosecution-type rewriting of the fact of the assassinatiog, as Oswald's defense lawyer 

would have treated ited k Aurel ® le Mued, 

CQleither | I nor anyone else had set out to acquit Oswald. No boric with that purpose 

has ever been published. Posner gave me the opportunity to do thet and that is what I 

dide 
entirely_ 

Unlike Posner, I restricted myseltto the official evidence. 

The official evidence mustered against ZaPosner's corruption of it does more than 

acquit Oswald. 

It does more than prove that Oswald was innocente 

This is important for our history. 

It is important for under§tanding what our government did when the Presifent who 

had led it was assassinated. and for understanding of what it did not do, too.



  

The official evidence itstbt proves that Oswald could not have been the gsassin! 

It does even more than this! 

The official evideNce proves that the government whieh decided as soon as Oswald 

was Killed two days after the assassination, as 1 prove in the eee of NEVER AGAIN"! , 

Ciith official records Soumistaimmix ond\not to investigate the crime and\bo ordain Oswald [he OW I 
the lone assassin,(knew he could not have been the sin! 

  

This may seem to be impossible, beyond belief, @ but it is the stark terrible 5 brut o “S 6 

4n American President was gunned down in broad daylight on the streets of a large and 

modern Amergflan city and thegve was no investigation of the crime itself! 

Qe cectsion was made on the highest levels as soon as it was known that Oswald 

was dead and there would be no trial. 

Before the eB a assassinated President was in his gr ‘ave, the proposal. was put on bere C 

paper by the man iin charge of the Yepartment of Justice in the agbenee of the nol 

brother Sobert Kennedy He. was himself assassinated four years, later and was himself con- 

Signed to his grave with his dubuious epitaph of an inadequete and incomplete investigatione 

Nicholas Katzenbach, the depaty ax attorney general, wrote it all out in 7. longhand 

om Sunday afternoon, November 24, when he had no secretarial help. + have his handwritten 
129-11. / 

version of it from “Spartnen! of Justice filed. I also have +Héerx it Bi was retyped early 
wrinin wededvy, 

the next monfting, from Bo Sevartnent' 8 filed and from the FBI! A 56P-105060, in vbhich it 

Kw part oe Serial 1399. In that same FBI file ig the mnemorendun of assistant FB dir- 

ee ae in which he reports that Katzenbach prepared his memo for the new 

Presifent's assistant, Piri Noyers, after discussing it with FBI director Hoovere 

Katéenbach begins his memo saying that 

"The public must be satisfied that Oswald was the assassin, that he did not have 

confederates who are still at large; and that the evidence was such that he would 

  

— 

} 

Ct _ have been # convicted at trial." 

This, mind you, bofore any real investigation was possible, only the second day 

aft er the assassination, “A 2 wer wing chy bitacen ther, 

+ 2 : 4.3 Pe 2 o Lf 
After such niceties ag Saying that "Speculation about Oswald's motivation ought to
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This is also the beginning of the no-conspiracy theory of the pretended govern- 

ment solution to the crimes ‘There is widespread officg-and sycophantic denunciation 

of conspiracy theoriesg of the crime and the major media hed adopted them. But the same 

major media never reports tH at the official (ersion is itself no more than a theory, 

a theydy that there was no conspiracy; more than alply disproven by the 

official evidence itself. leaning the evidence that officialdom could not ignore, not 

all the evidence tat waas was available. When there was no real official investigation 

much evidence was ignored= eect pelihonately, with malice aforethought ignorede



. 

J “oyersy was Katzenbech's correct channel to “ohnsone 
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(2, ese Secret Service logs were obteined by my friend Dr. Gerald Ginocchio. He 

: $ 
is a professor of sociology at “Yofford College, Spartanburg, South “arolines Gerry 5 

teaches a course on the assassintion. I had ee ee Ags that he get his students, 

be We Annes, Trail bine { 

as a l@arning experience, to ask the lyndon Johnson Libraryy dneh-te, ke all presiden= 

d 
tial libararges, part of The National Archives, ple : 

  

  

» Because it 

was then too late in the academic year for the students to take any extra projects on, 

“erry made the request. “e gave me copteshe the records sent him by the Johnson library.) 

 



> 
WN £9 f be @ cht ort," Katzenbachi mposed Whet—did happen, 

a "eeethe appointment of a Presidential Commission of unimpeachable personnel to xe , 
GTM» wo The rue 7 

View and examine the eidence and announce its deeisto conclusions." 

Te Wren Lorn bean. [t Hh (hee 5 
> built-in conclnad onsthat sWwald was the assassin" and "that he did not have 

any confederates who ave still at large." Up /4rg 

When in 1994 the government disclosed the trancripts f President Jomson' 8 phone 

calls it did not disclose the Secret Service records of thog & ¢ eter efore Peres dk, taping began. 

Those ToC oe hen in NAVER AGAIN! neha at 8350 the ‘ino 

Katzenbach pee nas geoposad on paper, the second night aftdr the assassination, the 

night before -Bre Ae President ¢President Kenndy was buried, warn rors phoned him at 8350. 

live min\iktes later the these Secret Service logs of his alls record, © ohnson 

called J, Edgar Hoover. 4nd five minutes after that Johnson called "Mr. Katxenbache" 

7 MN 

to see to it that the crime would not be solved and that a convenient patsy would be 

Before the President was in his exave the government decided, on the highest levels, 

ballmed for ite 

*his nay seem to be an impossibility in this country but it is the simply horrible 

——_——— wv 
reality. It “es hee. with the official decision reported above and it was carried out 

by the Commission and all other involved government componen¢ts. 

Regardless of @ how "“unimpdachable" the “ommigsion was, it ow cvidence, which I 

mustered all over again in whet was eliminated from Case Open, leaves it beyond question 

that this official evidence itsyér proves more than that Oswald was not the assassine 

It actually proves thai ngeoula not have been the sssassin} 

More Bypaantine Still is another reality. 

Two members of that Vommigsion, Denereptic Senator Richard Be Russell and Republican 

lone-assassin, no -conSpiracys 

Senator John Sherman Cooper absolutely refused to agree to the bastey oon conclusion 

"the 
of OL omigson, that one ballet inflicted all seven non-fatal injuries on President 

7 ly (474. 
Kennedy and Texas Governor t John Be Comally. Shen | I wrote Whitewash IV in which t first | 

    

reported part of this I was restricted to what ~enator Russell told me and to a few of fick A, 
?



   I gould not e Lt follows in this booke 

Does it seem incredible, the word that suggests itself over and over again, that when 

two membrs of the Presidential g’ omission establisr@d to investigate and report on 

the assassination of a President disagreed with its basic conclusion and were deceived 

into signing the ~ ‘eport with which they disagreed le was so = a in- 

terest in it? There was none two decades earlier when a first published « I then 

also published the ph dnied-up imitation tees transcript of th execitve session and 

the records peflec establishing there was no court voporten to te cord it, both in facsimile, 

and no newspaper or magazine reported ite     

    

   

This is the reality of what happened me ys when President Kennedy wes assassinated 
Wd joes : 

and the official "investigation" was whatxeuxkyxmx-no—better than what I early on referred 

to it as, as a'whitew.sh" and as a "cover-up.J" 

Official records of the official investigation of the assassination of af 

* a i 

\President were faked # and that was not news! 
—_—_ — —_— rs 2...



     

   

academic yearywith Pi: E ¢ the srudents tdo thatsGerry. hismelf 

<<, Y / ~ — 

q requested them, o a 5. ibrary_at—Austen,Texas.Gerry made the request 
Y $ ——~ - Ylowe , Uagry badly 

and provide wi jies of what th bar provided-hime fs Selby Was produced 

wit regard as the best documentary on the assassination as his master's thesis at the 

  

Universiry of Maryland, College “ark. 4+ won the highest honor for a documentary at the 

  

@ ennual CINE competetition, earning its Golden Sagle award # in the history division. 

Bi11 Neichter is a Louisvikle, (lawyer who is seeking to add what can be Locatcd to the 
Coo U , u 
archive texmsktsd at the “niversity of Kentucky whose almunus Rill ise ldhat ooper 

turned over includes very little of his Warren Comission work which he kept eé@ée 

secret fron his staff. That was in accord with the ZCommission's practise of gearen 

4 aI 
classi fgping (the tes fimony it took and ultimétely published-even thoug) the Yommission 

lacked the authorityto classify anything at all.)



j 
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records reflecting the fact that the cof reporter, who was to have made a stenographic 

  

trangcript for the—rewré=for our history of all the Commigsion's executive sessions, 

was not there +o -P4e6 record Russell's objections at the session he forged after the 

Réeport wasf set in type and about to be printed. I do have what Russell prepared and 

readf at that September 18, 1964 Top Secret @xecutive Session’ He and Coopér were 

A DIALER (We 
their wi [ieee simpl¢ a rewriting of what they refuse to agree withe Bt into this 

in greater detail and et hoe met documentation in a 4a yenethy ae titled 

Sensfor Russell Pisaents. Thanks to good friends, “erard "Chip"Belby and Wilkkian ye <4 j 
Z 

deceived Hy to Pheu e that a compromise icflorporating de heady did g# inforporate > 
f 

Se 

Relohter, I have the fecorlds from the Russell and Cooper archives at their sistogaiieet: © 

sa reratan There is no doubt that both men went to their afaves Ae Tes DLG atl 

ia hy. own Uden a Ad TAL 

refus o agree with thet: ingle-but bullet theory , 8 the basis of the preordained 
“ 

loneV@assin official wiping-out of the assassination itself. ID / we 

n 
The ofticdit ptoof of more than that Oswald pylas not the assassin- thet he could not 
a 

have eeb been and that the qOVerCnEN more than just the Vommisson, knew thiedyis what 

LLM Wt a pom Aas 
was di Yn ay Ope 

That is what 6 nmustéring of © official evidence as a defense 41 

lawyer would have in the tWial thet was prevented we when Uswald himsif was killed while 

in police custody; the mustering of what Posner lied about for his commercialization 

and/exploi tation of "the exime of the century." KH, uoprte why Meee food I lat es phe 
¢ mp 

The legend. ‘£ had across the top of the cover when T published Users myself, 

the clole having turned full seale, would be appropriate for this book. That legend in 

"The book: that coun pe printed!" a y» , 4| 

ff cao ; bes an 
whet follo s is what was not printed in Case Open. 

< scira space or -insext—above 

‘ (When L suggested m to_my- friend-Gerald “Ginocchio_who teaches ascourse on the 
ao Sx 

JFK assassination at WoBford College, Spartanburg, SC, that as a learning 8 rience he 

have his class request these Secret Service: -phone tee. quote_above, it was 5 400 18k in the



nt _ 
But like his counterparts among these whoXi and commercialize untenable theories 

to show there was a conspirgcy in the JFK assassination and to pet pretend to solve 

that unsolved crime, Riebling saw nothing in the ‘selabivelypresaie truth, in the fact 

that was well established before he began his adventuring with our historye 

ed Lo, 
If he botherto learn it. 

Of which there is no indication, "7 A 
wth 

After all, had he learned it he might have had groubldaashimaelt and not have 

had what he saw as a {Picket to fame and fortunes



XO
 

    

Pos —_ 

Be ner's wn pyblisher, ives i Be naine 
eee — 

(Bandon louse y grow into a corporate publishing conglomerate, after leamings, as 

it did learn, that infubLishing Podfer's travesty it had published and exploited a 

gross and doliboratdfraut and had done that sntconatzonatis fia ott the influence it 

could bring to _— to give it the widest possible attention throughout the entire 

vorld, does essentially that—but—in_adifferent way in publishing torman Hailer's 

WN. 
en, as part oi that conglomerate's intense corruption of our history and of 

  

confusing the people ever more about theassassination, through its Alfred I. Knopf 

subsidiary, Random House having taken that once highly-respected publishing house over, 

in 1994 
Gt pb oneal the truly outrageous Wedge. In that atrocity, the former Random House editor, 

Hark Riebling, bdlmes the assassination of President Kennedy on the FBI! 

Ye Riebling invented what his subtitle says,/The Secret War Between the FBI and 

It was not in any sense a"war." The reality, entirely missing in Riebling's ow 

commercialization and exploitation of the assassintion, was the amply justified PBI jee 

refusal to place any trust at all in the rabid politic insanity that in time tore the 

ClAcagr apart, Before that insanity Pan its course the then fabled head of the CIA's £6 

counterintelligeneg Jameg Jesus Angleton, was even arouing its director of being the 

KGB's mole inside the GLA, 

The most irrational of all the Russian defectors, and this is not an achievement 

Levi without stiff competition, was Analtoli NM, Golitsyne To him everybody else was 

a KGB mole out all the KGB moles, real or imagined, could not have begin to wreak the 

havoc with/Ane CIA that Golitsyn started and Angleton adopted and enlarged upone 

The tut ws _tadwn 
decade and a half before Riebligjg's rewriting of that part of gour shameful history 

How worse than merely undependable Golitsyn really was Was of ‘ficially established and ye Ww 

quite maa an me’ 1 fee Wendt 

“n his torturing of We officail records Riebling is light on Golitsyn, with whom 
5 - ot] YON } ye x ; t all began. But he is heavy on another aspect hetmer that got extensive attention



10a 

( & am indebted to a very selfless and diligent resarcher, lirs. Anna “arie 

in copying and sending me the fli contents of that 4uhns-Valko for her thoughtfulness 

CLA Box 57 from which L quote.)
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and: extraordinary misuse at the time of the in supposed investigation of the 

assassinatione 

npg She .Re8 5 7 Sf that stable of Random House gé_ @ assassination nags Riebling assumes 

that Oswald as the assassin. Assuming it eliminates any need to prove ite That is what 

Posner tried as it is what Mailer assumes. 

several chapters of ) 
InYmy unpublished lengthy manuscript, Inside the oer Assassination Industry 

  

  

+ sive iebling's slaughter of scholarship that extends even to making up incomprehensible 

source refer ences, Se aptings | ie detail not here needed. But what it ned dots to is the 
WME (G63 

fiction that in Noxieo exico City(Oswi 1d was in contact with a KGB killer named Kostikov.e By. 

inference Kostikov someMow gave Oswald his mission to kill JFK. 
—_——_—_—— 

Ti fact, as the CIA's own disicosed records reflect, it was not Kesto Kostokov 

¢ pre 947 
What actually a happened - and this is all in the CIA's own summary of all its 

r. bePveen bo . 
\ Mexico pity station and headquar wartors (comitinicati or » deposited at The Nation Archives 

to whom Oswald spoke anywaye 

pursuant to the 1992 law requiring it - when Oswald called the uss? embassy to:-ec if any 

Seecid decision had been reacheyf on his request for permission to return to the USSR, he 

was akSed if he had spoken to Kostikove When he said he had the unidentified man at 

the ussrl ts enbassy- and this all comes from the CIA's transcripts of its taps on that 

embassy's phones‘they gave Oswald a description. Oswald said tha] was the man +D whom 

he had spoken. Only the description was not of Koshikov at alls 

Under Item 615 of the OTA's own summary of those communications and taps in Box 57 

of that deposit at theArchives, the CIA's owns’ on Pavel Antonovich Ya YATSKOV" says 

that "YATSKOV has statcd that he talked 1 eee when he was in whe: xico (ca. 

28 Sumy & Sorkx Sept 63) and that he vebieveddStALD Was too nervous a person to have been ablé 

to shoot Pres. K. (Source [eliminat72d by the CLa])" JOA pox. 

In this oe sum i ogits.uee yen communications and of the its transcripts of its 

interception of sa oF tia) SSI TS phone conversstions there are carlier and later reflections 

of the fact that it was #} not frostikov to whom Osw.ld spoke and that it was & Yatskove
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But drwy the 
, y icetgiée months before the CIA could no Longer nef this fact it 

lege 
went ape over the fiction that Oswald had been in touch with that/notorious KGB killer - 

oe Meese talents the KGB had so much use it had him vegi tatishe fin Mexico City fox-years! 

ee under constant surveillance. That surveillance yielded Nothing at all. and Mt 

“kat those irrational spooks it had in its Mexico City station, with their donfinstrated 

and. well-~practised ‘epabeklity of seeing what is not there to be seen, if they deexed 

decided there wa§ nothing, there realty hy v Joo at eUle 

They did go for the  aeseees ee "honragnen a dictatorship, 
Ouy « 

spebative, Gilberto Alvarado Ugarte fost eno ambassador, “homa:s Mann, 
he My fae ot yaltde Uepte. conuntedy, ty 

inflamé d by those Spooks 9) S be St to zot Wh Wordf War III sty&ted overd That 
on its face 

conodgtion was so unnecSernTofae sation Ambeligence officer would have paid any 

atinétion to ite It was that he was in the coujyard of the Suban embassy when in broad 

   

daylight and in public a redheaded black Cuban gave Oswald $6500 to kil JFK, In 

f- 

fh public? And by so ea asily identified a Yuban office? (Who on oo ‘cursory check was 

) Aid lin fowl? who un hey (1 bila? WyP Insiceley,? 
found not to exist in any event. 

Even after Alvarado Ugarte confesded that he had made it all up to get the United 
A" ; ro 

States to attack Castro's Guba, and those CIA Pink Panthers, Mack Sennett Key~ 

Man Wrolwdeely 
stone ops divVisLonj~remained addi ted to the confessed fabricatione 

aifa so we have vhet Yiebling, Knopf and its Random House owne\' s€1 alchemized in}O 

how by the Hedge" B it drove between itself and the GRECIA | the FBI was responsible 

fov' the JFK assassintione 

Hemme Feeta tetera was keind eno owi Ler bok 

tile of Cli_sunmaric s srs—llexi i Cations s the 

  

CIA's Box 57 of i 

    

    : um 1703 
With Posner (chis #andon “ouse corporate conglomerate's corruption of out history 

im L994 nlyar? 
began with a sledge. With Riebling fit bec: me his and its "wedge". And with Mailer? 

With Nailer it bec.me a novel. # a Ab y je baue and bry ie



Gy With Hoxneuztiabkes Posner's work Rando House begai wha’ amounts~to-a—bock~publisher's    

    

sassinatiennytholopye Lt resumes that-role with 

gle(Mailer, too, plays it safe, wm gotale noe \ 

= ey 
Wa ? ) 

for him. e He plays it safe by assuming that > was the 5h? 

assassin, as officially nomintated and elected, Stormin’ No does that?,Is it that he 
AM OAL Ferry 

is getting old and moderating? No, he has always been that dax way; no matter how radical 

he has appeared fp be or soundédd. His position was not based on knowledge. It was always 

the safe position. 

¢ 
And that does not hurt a bit with tandoi House. Among publishers wt has & staked 

that position out for sisert “tox what it will and will not publish. 

 



Extra space 

Earlier we saw Mailer's means of bypassing the truth, the fact of the official 

investigation of theassassinationz—-and if he does not bypass it he has no book possible- 

when he began his mistitled chapter, "Vidence," with these wordse: 

\ If one's answer is to come femm out of anything larger than an opinion, 

Mofad it is necessary to contend with questions of evidence. 
é —_—— a 

But xu doing that, Mailer says, it is "ondly to encounter Aiisheartening tuth; 

evidence, by itself, will never provif e the answer to a mystery." From this as k he 

babbhA / 
bablled/ this silly childishness he concluded that, "It will be obvious to the reader 

| —7 \. : . is od e 3 
that one a (and should not) wp rephect evidence with the religious intensity 

that others bring to it," (page 775) » 

This is the bankrupt writer's effort to persuade the readed that evidence is 

of neither value nor importance. The rcason he gives for that it is that it can be yas 

arg wed 
opetned against. 

That is, of course, our entire system of justice he condemns as worthless 

and says should not be treated by the reader Jwith"repsect." 

We nov -ddress this two ways, cach with what I wrote long before Mailer, per- 

petrating his yi monumental fraud. First we aldness gg Nopiutons’/ e 

pinion of two members of the Warren €ommission. Then we examine the actual evidence, 

    

   

  

   

not what Mailer lies about and makes false pretenses about because if he did not he would 
m 

  
  

have had no book at all. Oe - A | 
Mailer bey Gpamioy Te Eipersor Yo euidenaas? 3 C 

This arkey \is intended to give the reader confidence in Nailer's opinion that he sub- 
2 —— 

stitute for the evidence that is totally ruinous to his book and his personal and pro-= 
    

    

fessional integrity 

oo



tf 

Extra space: 

The two chapters that follow are the article I wrote in 1993 in the belief that 

the publishers of NMVER AGAIN! and of Vase Open would follow the normal practise of 

seeking to place the article with a magazine. That would have the effect of drawing 

attention to either book. 4nd, by normal, traditional standards there is news value 

in e/ stile. I got neither n cknowledgement of receipt when I sent the article nor 

its return nor any other word about ite 

Uthen 1 Wrote it and made it hon jee than seater any magazine would use I 

had the intention of making a fuller e record’ & and of giving the publication that 

would consider publishing it theoption of what to remove to make it shorter, or °what 

to condensey for that purpose. 

Since then, staying busy with other writing, I have done nothing to it other 

than add new information at the @ end when it became available. Some of the revele- 

vant new information I was able tog’ add to the Afterword of NEVER AGAIN! and I do not 

add it here. 

what follow ~unset 
Except for breaking it into gi two chapters is the rough draft as I 

completed it in 199%. 
A 

weed


